THE NEAC:
ACCOUNTABILITY
SUBVERTED
Whose interests will the un-elected NEAC members protect?
byRAM

g

he National Economic
Action
Council
(NEAC), first mooted
by the Prime Minister
last November, was formed
early this year and has begun
operations. It is somewhat odd
to speak of a council starting
operations. A "council", as defined by the Oxford English
dictionary, is an assembly of
people to advise on, discuss or
organize something or an
elected body organizing municipal affairs. This Council is

certainly not an elected body:
apart from members of the
Cabinet who have been appointed to it, the other rnembers who constitute the 24-person council are representatives
from trade, businesses, unions
and think-tanks.
Neither is the Council just advising, discussing or organizing something. The NEAC is
an "Action Council" - no less.
It is no mere talk shop. Rather,
it was formed to show that the
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government was doing something about the economic crisis. The aim is to restore confidence in the ringgit and the
stockmarket as well as to
implement measures to deal
effectively with the economic
slowdown that we are facing.
Hence, it was announced that
an "Expert Group'' of the
NEAC has also been constituted comprising five members. This Expert Group,
headed by government economic advisor and form~r Fi
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nance
Minister
Daim
Zainuddin, was already having consultations with
stockbroking companies,
manufacturers and other companies to get feedback and formulate appropriate policies.

Relaxation Of
Bumiputera
Ownership
Following these consultations,
on 24 February, Daim made a
statement to the press suggesting that bumiputera' s facing financial distress be allowed to
sell their assets to nonbumiputera's. This move was
to avert the collapse of the
companies concerned and to
prevent foreigners ultimately
from buying these companies
instead.
Many have thus begun to
speculate if aspects of the New
Economic Policy would be
reversed as a means of getting
out of the present economic
turmoil. That the NEP has
been put in the back-seat in
the drive to get out of a recession (assuming we are
heading into one) is not new.
In the mid-eighties, the
government's policy on 30
per
cent
mm1mum
bumiputera ownership of
corporates was waived for
newly set up export-based
manufacturing companies.
This attracted much higher foreign investment and, with that,
millions of jobs were created.
The waiver was instrumental
in generating the 8-10 per cent
annual GDP growth the country enjoyed since 1988.

The policies Daim is proposing
are no doubt controversial. The
very next day, Prime Minister
Dr Mahathir Mohamad was
quoted in the press as saying
that changes in ownership of
bumiputera assets would be
temporary and effective control may well remain with
bumiputeras in any case.

Constitutional
Role Unclear
If controversial policies are being formulated by the NEAC,
its constitutional role must be
examined closely. In fact, no
one appears to have a clear
idea of the constitutional position of this body. Can there be
an Action Council other than
the Cabinet to decide and formulate government policy?
Should an unelected body, the
majority of whose members
are not the people's representatives or MPs, be making decisions on how the government will deal with the present
crisis? Should Cabinet ministers who do not hold portfolios
direct!y related to the economy
and trade be excluded? After
all, if the govemmenl decides
to reduce its spending, then it
is the plans of all the various
Ministries and the people's
welfare that w ill be affected.
An advisory council would
certainly be much less controversial. This would mean a
council that advises the Cabinet and the Cabinet would remain ultimately responsible
for government policy. But if
the NEAC is turning out to be,
as named, an Action Council,
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then the Cabinet's role appears
to be by-passed. But where in
the Constitution is this allowed?
No doubt the do-something
approach of the government
makes it want to appear proactive in dealing with the financial turmoil and the economic slowdown. However, a
key reason why the policymaking body, especially for
policy in any economic crisis,
must be accountable ultimately to the rakyat is to ensure that the policies are in the
interest of all the people. That
the NEAC started off its negotiations with discussions \•:ith
stockbroking companies
(among others) is cause for
concern. Is the primary focus
to help the stockmarket? For
most
Malaysians,
the
stockmarket is not of direct interest, but the real economy itself is. It is jobs and prices of
essential goods that matter the
most to the majority of the
public. Only a very small elite
group have any major interest
in the stockmarket. The people
need to be assured that the real
economy does not take second
place to help in supporting the
stock market.

Priority To Help
The Rich?
One reason this concern arises
is the response of the gowmment to the crisis so far. Be-

cause of the wealth that has
been destroyed oyer the last
year (share prices. car and
house values) and jobs that are
now much less secure than a

year back with salaries already
being cut in many sectors, the
people are going to be much
more cautious in their spending. With economic uncertainty not just in Malaysia but
also in the region, investment
by the private sector will also
be weak- companies will leave
most of their discretionary investment till later when thereturns will appear more promising. [n a situation where
these two major components of
domestic demand - private
consumption and investmentare weak, the government
should, according to traditional Keynesian economics,
step in and increase its spending so that the economy remains strong. I£ the government too cuts back its spending, that will only compound
the problem of insufficient demand in the economy and generate even more cut-backs and
job losses.
But it is precisely this that the
government is proposing. In
the Budget last October,
Anwar had proposed a 2 per
cent cut in government spending. In December, he announced a further 18 per cent
reduction in government expenditure for this year. Why?
The Budget in October had
estimated that the government
would be running a surplus
(government revenue being
higher than government
spending) of RM9 billion in
1998.Evenifgovernmentrevenue falls below expectations,
this short-fall should be relatively minor if GOP grows at 4

per cent (as is now estimated
by the authorities) rather than
the 7 per cent earlier estimated.
In any case, during an economic slowdown, a government can run a Budget deficit
by printing more government
bonds, which it can repay subsequently when the economy
recovers and its tax collection
improves.
The inescapable inference is
that the tighter government
spending in response to the
economic crisis is being pursued because this is what is
dictated by the financial markets. Currency speculators and
international fund managers
who take positions in our stock
market look closely at the
government's financial position. When this deteriorates, as
they would in an economic
slowdown, these money managers get concerned and pull
their money out; currency
speculators may sell the currencydown. Tt is ironic that despite all the rhetoric against the
"immoral" money managers,
our economic policy appears to
be tailored to their dictates!
The reason? To keep the
stockmarket from falling further. But that raises the concern
about who the government is
keener to support: those who
are still heavily exposed to the
stock market or the masses
who have their jobs at stake?
Retardation Of
Democracy
This question is pressing even
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when the decision-making is
transparent and through constitutionally appropriate
means. But if such decisions
are to be made by non-elected
bodies, the accountability to
the public is further undermined. There is less reassurance that economic policy
will not be hijacked by the
business elites and political
insiders who still have their
wealth tied mainly to the performance of our stocks and
shares. There are admittedly
tw.o members on the NEAC
who represent the trade
unions and one from FOMCA
to represent consumers ;
none however are on the
NEAC Expert Group and,
even within the NEAC, they
are heavily out-numbered by
the 21 other members.
Transparency and accountability have not been the strong
points of the Barisan government. Many would argue these
have deteriorated in the
Mahathir years. The NEAC is
another mechanism that removes from the ordinary political process major economic
decisions that will affect us all.
When decisions of such great
concern like ownership of assets among the different communities are being made by
this non-elected body, it is a
step back in our attempts to
become a democratically
more advanced society. The
turmoil in our financial markets has resulted, unfortunately, in not just economic
dislocation but also political
retardation. 0
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MALAYSIA: RESPECT
YOUR OBLIGATIONS
Mrs Mary Robinson
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

g

am gravely concerned
to learn that the Federal
Court of Malaysia has
decided that defamation suits filed against the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, Mr
Param Cumaraswamy, can proceed, effectively finding that he
is not immune from legal process
in Malaysian domestic courts.

cial Rapporteur, enjoys the protection provided under the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. The
Secretary-General had determined that the words spoken
which constitute the basis of the
complaints in this case were spoken by the Special Rapporteur in
the course of his mission. Mr
Cumaswamy was therefore immune from legal process with
respect to those words.

Pinheiro, who told the SecretaryGeneral in July last year that
"threatening the immunity of
one expert constitutes an attack
on the entire system and institution of the United Nations special procedures and mechanisms."
The Special Rapporteur mechanism covering both country
and thematic mandate is a vitally important component of
the United i\ations work in the
promotion and protection of
human rights. It is essential
that the independent experts
who accept to act as Special
Rapporteur without payment
for their services enjoy the protection offered by the Convention of Privileges and fmmunities.

In its decision on 19 February
1998 dismissing the Special
Rapporteur's application for The Court's decision also igleave to appeal, the Federal nores the 1989 Advisory OpinCourt, the highest court in Ma- ion of the International Court
laysia, stated that the Special of justice in the Mazilu case in
Rapporteur was neither a sover- which the Court advised that
eign nor a diplomat but in independent experts, such as
layman's terms an "unpaid, part- the Special Rapporteur, arc entime provider of information." I titled to all the privileges and
believe
this
profoundly immunities, including immumiscontrues the role of Special nity from legal process of every
Rapporteurs of the Commission kind, as provided in Section 22 I would urge the Government of
of the Convention of Privileges Malaysia to respect its obligaof Human Rights.
and Immunities of the United tions under the Convention and
ensure that Mr Cumaraswamy is
The Court ignored a certificate Nations.
protected from further action in
presented in March 1997 by the
United Nations Secretary-Gen- I agree fully with the Ourinnan this matter. 0
eral, Mr Kofi Annan, asserting of the Meeting of Special
24Ft~ 1998
that Mr Cumaraswamy, as Spe- Rapporteurs, Mr Paulo Sergio
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UN CHAIRPERSONS
EXPRESS PROFOUND
CONCERN
We are dismayed and pro- We believe the language used in sioner for Human Rights in urgfoundly concerned over the re- the Federal Court decision de- ing the Government of Malaysia
cent decision of the Federal Court scribing the Special Rapporteur to respect its obligations under
of Malaysia denying the applica- as an "unpaid part-time pro- the convention and ~nsure that
tion for leave to appeal filed by vider of information" is demean- Mr Cumaraswamy is protected
our colleague, Mr Param ing and agree with the High from further action in this matCumaraswamy, the Special CommissionerforHumanRights ter.
Rapporteur on the independence statement of 24 February that it
of judges and lawyers.
We also call upon the
As a result of this deciSecretary-General to desion, defamation suits
clare that a dispute exists between the United
filed against Mr
Cumaraswamy for
Nations and Malaysia
statements made in his
under the provisions of
capacity as Special
the Convention on
Rapporteur can proPrivileges and Immuniceed in the domestic
ties of the United Nacourts of Malaysia.
tions and to take as soon
as possible the necesBy ignoring Malaysia's
sary steps to seek an advisory opinion from the
obligations under the
International Court of
Convention on Privileges and Immunities
Justice.O
Param Cumar~"Wflmy
of the United Nations,
the Federal Court, Malaysia's "profoundly misconstrues the
apex court, has set a dangerous role of Special Rapporteurs of the
Professqr Philip Alston (Ausprecedent which exposes inde- Commission on Human Rights."
tralia), Chairperson of the
pendent experts of the United
Nations to the threat of future If the Special Rapporteurs arc to
Meeting of Chairpersons cf
legal suits.
carry out the mandates to which
Treaty Bodies, and Professor
they have been entrusted by
Paulo StTgio Pinheiro (Brazil),
This decision is an attack on the Member States, they must be enChairperson cf the Meeting of
entire system of the United Na- titled to all privileges and immuSpecial Rapporteurs/Repretions human rights mechanisms. nities including immunity from
SI!tltatives/Experts and ChairIf allowed to stand, it could have legal process of every kind, as
persons of Working Groups of
a chilling effect on the ability of provided for in Section 22 of the
tl1e special procedures of the
independent experts to speak out Convention on Privileges and
Commission on Human
against violations of interna- Immunities of the United NaRights and of the adt,isory sertionalhuman rights standards. It tions.
vices programme
threatens to undermine our inde2i February 1998
We join with the High Commispendence and impama.lity.
1
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INDIA: AN ELECTION
WITHOUT AN ISSUE?
by Seema Mustafa

g

he country is mid-way them there is only one leader)
into elections and yet brought down an elected governthe enthusiasm seems ment simply because it would
to be missing. The not get rid of the DMK, a party
streets are almost bare, the vot- which retired justice Jain, in his
ers are apathetic as the political infinite wisdom, had held reparties and politicians battle for sponsible for the assassination.
the extra space that remains unavailable.
There is Mr A tal Behari
Vajpayee assuring
people that there are
no differences between
him and Mr L K
Advani about who
should become the
Prime Minister, there is
Mrs Sonia Gandhi tearing around the country
apologising for everything that her motherin-law and her late
husband did, and there
are the regional satraps
INDIA TODAY • Mnrclr 2, 1998
of the United Front
who are so possessive
about their territory that they The Gujral government fell and
have failed to project a show of yet another general election was
declared. Since then the Jain
unity and cohesiveness.
Commission has disappeared
It is an election without an issue. from the scene as the assassinaThe issue generated with so tion of Rajiv Gandhi no longer
much heat by Mrs Sonia Gandhi seems to be the issue.
and her flunkeys in the Congress
party was the Jain Commission
What Are People
report. Drawing their inspiration
Voting For?
from 10 Janpath (Sonia's residence), Congressmen (they can So what do the people vote for?
no longer be called leaders as for Stability, says the Congress and
Ali ron Monthly 1998. 18(2) Mar Page 8

BJP. The Congress slogan is- it
knows how to govern. This, despite the fact that its star campaigner Mrs Sonia Gandhi has
been going around the country
apologising for aJJ its mistakes in
the past. The five-year stable
government of Mr
Narasimha
Rao
wrought havoc in
tl1e country. The 40
odd years of almost
uninterrupted Congress rule created
fissures that the
people are still paying for. The BJP
says: Give us a
chance and we will
prove that not only
can we govern but
we can govern with
stability. Stability is
not in the duration.
It is in action. A B]P
government will act,
but it will act against the long
term stability of the nation. It
will create discord through the
active pursuance of its Hindu tva
policy as promised in its manifesto, it will tamper "'-ith the basic nature of India by changing
the Constitution to accommodate
its fascist policies, it will t.vield
the stick against the minorities
and the oppressed, it will make
them second class-citizens just
when they are struggling to ern-

power themselves in their search
for equality and justice.
The manifestos speak of corruption? Every single party and every other politician is corrupt.
Some more, some less. Some get
caught, some escape. Some are
shielded by the State, some are
punished for lesser crimes. But
corruption is rampant and every
citizen, rural or urban, knows it.
If the man in Delhi pays the linesman to keep his telephone in order, the farmer in the village pays
the tehsildnr to ensure that the
chakbandi goes in his favour. And
everyone who is extorting and
making money has political patronage. Either directly or simply out of the knowledge that the
minister at the top is making his
percentage as well. Here the Left
parties' record is definitely better as they still believe in some
principles.
Criminalisation? Which party
has not fielded a criminal, with
the possible exception of the
Left? The BJP, the Congress,
some of the regional constituents
of the United Front have happily
given nominations to noted
criminals even as their leaders go
around campaigning against
criminalisation.
Social justice? No one is talking
of this any more. Equity? Where
does one hear this word now?
Economic policies? All are wedded to Chidambaram's (the finance minister in the outgoing
government) reckless, anti-Indian liberalisation. Foreign
policy? Silence.
Secularism? The BJP is committed to Hindutva and the others
to secularism. So say the manifestos. The Congress record has

been pathetic on this front, it still example. The upper castes reis for that matter. An apology main with the BJP as of now and,
here or there by one individual except for maybe a couple of conmeans nothing. Congressmen, stituencies, have shown no prefdespite the direction, are abso- erence for the Congress. The
lutely quiet on this front leaving Muslims remain wedded to the
the pronouncements to their Samajwadi Party and despite the
leader. The United Front was far presence of the Janata Dal in sevmore vocal on this issue during eral of these constituencies, the
the last elections. This time vote will consolidate at the end
around one detects a certain de- behind Mulayam Singh Yadav to
fensiveness and not without rea- whom they are still committed.
son. The UF while in govern- The dalits (lower caste) are solment did nothing on this front idly behind the Bahujan Samaj
leaving secularism to be tackled Party. The backwards are diby rhetoric and nothing more.
vided largely between the BJP
and the Samajwadi Party. The
Politics Of
Congress has no vote except in
some
areas because of the indiOpportunism
vidual leader. The issues or lack
It is a sad scene. Opportunism of them have made no difference
has taken complete control of as yet. And until the votebanks
politics and the people are only shift allegiance, the outcome of
pawns for political manipula- these elections will be almost the
tion. So there is Mrs Sonia same as the last time, plus or miGandhi walking like Indira nus 20 odd seats for the major
Gandhi and son Rahul dressing groups.
like Rajiv Gandhi in a bid to cash
in on the vote that might have This is an election full of irnpon-·
some emotions left for the Dy- derables and much as one would
nasty. And there is Vajpayee and like to share the air of authority
Advani swallowing bile in an ef- surrounding electoral predicfortto convince the Muslims that tions, one has to bow one's head
the BJP is their party. And there before the electorate which is atis the United Front which even tending the meetings, listening to
at this stage cannot put up a pre- speeches and keeping its decitence, and has its constituents sion very much to itself. The fifighting among themselves even nal decision will crystalise just
for those seats that it cannot win. before the polling when the
people, having weighed the opThe election is not at a stage tions, will queue up patiently to
where predictions can be made cast the vote. It will be a hung
withanydegreeofcertainty. The Parliament. For those looking for
temptation for columnists to air prophecies, this is the only intheir knowledge is tremendous; alienable fact and the only defiafter all what else is column writ- nite verdict as of now by the
ing all about? Suffice it to say voter who is aware, more so than
that till date there is no indica- the politician, that there will be
tion of major shifts in the no "stability" in his decision.O
votebanks from any state. All are
where they were in the last elec- Source: The Asian Age,
7 February 1998
tion. Take Uttar Pradesh as an
Aliron Monthly 1998: 18(2} Mor Page 9

SUHARTO'S
1
HABIBIE STRATEGY'
by Michael van Langenberg

g

uch media attention
hasbeengivenoverthe
past fortnight to claims
that President Suharto
has agreed to accept nomination
for a seventh term as President
of Indonesia from March;
and that Suharto has also
decided to nominate his
long-time protege, the
Minister for Research and
Technology, Dr B.J.Habibie,
for the post of vice-president. Habibie is now the
only publically nominated
vice-presidential candidate, being the sole nominee of all three "civilian"
factions in the Indonesian
parliament.
In the context of the crisis
of confidence presently
tearing the Indonesian
economy apart, Suharto's
decision to seek another
term as president (after 32
years in the job) underlies both
his personal resilience as well as
the structural weaknesses afflicting the Indonesian political
system as a whole. Yet should
Suharto proceed with his
candidatureforpresidentwhen
the Peoples' Consultative Assembly (MPR) - the representative body constitutionally

charged with electing the President- meets on March 11, it
would come as no surprise.
There is no viable alternative
candidate for president other
than Suharto, or someone

whom Suharto himself may
nominate instead.

have offered themselves publicly as presidential aspirants.
But none of them is a viable alternative. No scenario has
emerged which can envisage
seriously Suharto's replacement
as president on March 11.
The coherence of the
present Indonesian regime,
and of its ruling oligarchy,
remains almost totally dependent upon the personal
leadership of Suharto.
Suharto's economic credibility, especially as
Indonesia's "Father of Development" (a title officially bestowed upon him
by theMPR), may be somewhat tarnished now, but
Suharto is well aware of his
ultimate indispensability
to the interests of the political and economic elite.
Increasing
numbers
among that elite are indeed
expressing disillusionment with
the economic consequences of
his national leadership (corruption, nepotism. fiscal irresponsibility), but few are prepared to
risk the social disorder which
might erupt should Suharto be
forced out from the presidency.

Over the past month, the chorus of calls for Suharto not to be
re-nominated for the presidency
has grown in volume. A few
names have been mentioned
tentatively as possible replacements. A couple of individuals Indonesian political analysts,
Ali ron Monthly 1998· 18(2) Mor Page 10

and the foreign media, are now
returning to the theme of the
inevitability of a further Suharto
presidency. That theme has
now acquired a somewhat controversial gloss with the prospect of Dr Habibie as vice-president. As the most high profile
big spender of Suharto's ministers over the past two decades,
Habibie has come to be seen as
a prime example of the fiscal irresponsibility which brought
the Indonesian economy to its
present crisis. Consequently,
the prospect of his appointment
to the vice-presidency has been
greeted with incredulity from
many quarters, within and outside Indonesia. Yet, there are
several reasons why, for Suharto
and his political allies, such an
appointment would make
sense.

tion of the IMF-approved reforms of the finance sector, and
by the political impotence of the
vice-presidency itself.
Second, a Habibie vice-presidency would emphasise a continuationlof the regime's strategy {since the late 1980s) of
coopting a broad constituency
of pious santri Islam into a
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First, appointing Habibie to the
vice-presidency allows Suharto
to remove him from dired control of the numerous high
spending "research and techno!ogy" enterprises Habibie presently heads - especially the
money-hungry aircraft and ship
building. Habibie's relatives
and proteges, now in key positions in these enterprises, would
find themselves much more directly answerable to new bosses.
1n addition, the fears of the business sector and foreign investors
of a free-spending Habibie vicepresidency would be easily and
quickly assuaged by the appointment of a strongly technocratic cabinet (already overseen
by a newly established Council
for Economic and Financial Stabilization- Dewan Pemantapan
Ketahanan Ekonomi dan
Keuangan), by theimplementa-
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BJ Habibie

modernising, non-theocratic,
state. As chairman of the Assodation of Indonesian Islamic
Intellectuals (lCMI), with a substantial media and patronage
apparatus, Habibie has played
a key role in that strategy. A
Suharto-Habibie combination
would give the government a
heightened image of economic
nationalism and modernising
Islam. In the short term, this
could lessen the political danger
to the government of appearing
to be bowing to the interests of
foreign capital (including the
corporate interests of wealthy
Indonesian-Chinese entrepreneurs), under the dictates of the
IMP.

belie and policy moves in the
direction of a Malaysian-style
cultural nationalism and populist capitalism in Indonesia.
Habibie has been the most high
profile economic nationalist in
the government for twenty
years. Also, ICMI, via its media
(especially the daily Republika),
and research and policy arm
(the Center for Information and
Development Studies- CIDES),
has developed a substantial
agenda aimed at accelerating
the creation of an indigenous
(pribumi) national bourgeoisie.
By definition, this emphasises a
transfer of national economic
resources from Chinese-Indonesian and Christian hands to
santri and pribumi ones. It is an
agenda with an intrinsically
popular appeal, and one that
appears to be gaining grassroots support within the two
major Islamic organisations,
Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) and
Muhammadiyah. Using a
Habibie vice-presidency to emphasize this agenda could also
counteract the growing antiSuharto feelings which have
emerged in the past year within
both NU and Muhammadiyah.

Third, there is the armed forces
(ABRI) factor. It is believed that
Habibie's major political weakness is his lack of support within
ABRI. The truth may be quite
the opposite. Habibie's type of
economic nationalism is still
popular within the officer corps
- cutting across the two main
factional groupings, the socalled "green" (Islamic-oriented) and "red-and-white"
{nationalist). Habibie would,
A Habibie vice-presidency therefore, be ideologically acmight well bring with its~- ceptable to most of the senior
Aliran Monthly 1998: 18(2) Mor Page 11

officer corps, even aside from
the personal vested interests
that many of them have in the
various Habibie-controlled enterprises. The many Habibie
family companies have sought,
and gained, the business participntion of a substantial number
of families of senior military officers. Future economic reforms
may diminish those economic
interests in the long term. For
now, the Habibie agenda seems
the best option for their protection. lndeed,recentchanges in
the most senior ABRI command
personnel has strengthened
support within ABRI for
Suharto's 'Habibie strategy'.
Habibie's move into the vicepresidency would also permit
the President to re-structure the
top leadership of ICMI itself.
The former army commander
and current Information minister, General Raden Hartono, has
long been touted as a possible
replacement for Habibie as
chairman oflCMI. Hartono is a
key player in the network of
linkages between the Suharto
family, the leadership of the
government 'party' Golkar, and
the senior ranks of the armed
forces. He would be considered
by Suharto as potentially a
strong and loyal leader of ICMI,
able to hold some of the
organization's more fractious
younger leaders in line.
Finally, few would consider
Habibie a serious option to succeed Suharto as President, even
from the post of vice-president.
A Habibie vice-presidency,
therefore, would give Suharto
(and the new ABRI leadership)
breathing space to effect struc-

tural changes and locate a consensus candidate to replace him
as president between now and
2003, according to one of the following scenarios:

resources)? Possibly, yes.
Would such changes bring
greater democratization? In the
short term, probably not. The
present regime can still argue
that the experience of the past
• Suharto steps up from the couple of years makes clear that
presidency in mid-term - to a Indonesia's social structure is
specially created post such as too fragile to support greater
'senior minister' or national democratization.
guardian - "pandita", nominating a replacement at a spe- The evident dangers of intercial meeting of the MPR to fill communal conflicts will remain
the vacant presidency, but a serious inhibition to greater
one much reduced in power. democratization. At the same
• Subarto remains in office un- time, neither indonesia's major
til2003 by which time a suc- backers in the global economy
cession is arranged.
(the World Bank, the IMF, the
• Suharto dies in office. The US, Japan, Germany) nor its
MPR meets in emergency ses- Asean partners (especially
sion under the vice-president Singapore and Malaysia) wish
(now an 'interim' president) to see their interests threatened
and chooses a replacement. by precipitous political change
ABRI would then play the in Indonesia.
key role in that selection.
• Continuing economic crisis Economic crises do not generand increasing social unrest ally create circumstances supforces Suharto to step down portive of greater democratic
freedoms. If increasing commuafter March 1998.
nal conflicts (ultimately threatHabibie's mooted vice-presi- ening the effective administradential appointment raises an tion of the state itself) are to be
important set of political dy- avoided, economic growth has
namics in Indonesia. The main to be restored m the next two
problem facing Indonesia in years, along with a considerably
1998 and 1999, is not whether more equitable distribution of
Habibie or anyone else is made resources. Democracy may well
vice-president by Suharto. The take a back seat to this, until the
problem is to put in place struc- presidential succession and
tural changes which can estab- post-Suharro political order
lish clear mechanisms for a tran- have been put in place. Some
in Indonesia are even beginning
sition to a post-Subarto era.
to wonder if the national state
Could such changes bring can survive this process in its
greater economic transparency, present form. 0
more fiscal responsibility, and a
Miclulel van IAngmbng is a
better implementation of reguspecilllist in ~~ affairs
latory mechanisms (against corattached to tM School of Asian
ruption and cronyism, and for
Studies, University of Sydney.
more equitable distribution of
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Reacly To Do
His Duty H •••

disinvest and repatriate their
capital back to Malaysia the
financial landscape of the
The launching of schemes country cannot but improve
such as the Tabung Eshan vastly.
Wanita proves that the Government is determined to I am ready to do my part for
overcome the economic diffi- the country too: pay three
culties besetting the nation. month's salary into the
They deserve the full support Government's tabung proof every Malaysian.
vided that the politicians
mentioned above execute a
But one need not be a student Statutory Declaration or some
of economics to realise that other water-tight instrument
they are not the most efficient to the effect that upon
means of mobilising capital to disinvestment they, their relasave the country. I am forced tives, heirs, nominies, proxies
to the conclusion that the or agents shall cease to have
schemes are intended to be any direct or indirect financial
interest in the countries in
merely symbolic.
which they had previously
However, I have a more prac- invested.
tical proposition for the conPatriot
sideration of the Government.
Kuala Lumpur
It is said that our crony politicians, including many of our
Wrong, Mr Yong!
ministers, have huge personal
investments in property,
stocks, fixed deposits etc. in
foreign countries. Aliran
readers may remember that
one of our top politicians was
caught recently with more
than RM2 million in a suitcase
he was carrying with him at
one of the airports in Australia. And he was one of the
most ardent and vocal supporters of the Prime Minister.
If these loyal and patriotic
politicians would only
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Sabah Chief Minister, Yong
Teck Lee, claimed that the
pendulum curse had dislodged Sabah governments
every nine years. But this observation was not entirely
true.
He may be right that nine
years after the first Sabah election in 1967, which returned
the USNO government, the
electorate rejected USNO in
1976 in favour of the Berjaya
government. In 1985, the electorate booted out Berjaya and
elected PBS.
But Yong is absolutely wrong
in claiming that the electorate
opted for the Barisan government nine years later in 1994.
The fact is that the Barisan
was rejected and PBS was
given a third lease to lead
Sabah.
The Barisan grabbed power
through devious means and
not through the democratic
process. Many assemblymen
who were elected on the PBS
ticket became grasshoppers
who were lured to the BN for
various reasons. Some characters became ministers; others were appointed to various
agencies; one even had his
corruption charges dropped!
In 1994 the pendulum curse

was shattered and the BN's
dreams of coming back to
power were smashed. The exPBS traitors who betrayed the
voters must be taught a lesson
the next time round. They
must be rejected and humiliated should they dare stand as
candidates. Treachery should
not be rewarded.

Betrayed Voter
Saba1r
Pensioners Ignored
By Government

Although Government Pensioners are quite concerned
about the present economic
turmoil, they will never forget
that they had been deceived
when the economic situation
was in top form. They were
indeed frustrated when the
approved New Pension Formula (calculation based on
the number of months of actual service) was withdrawn
on April Fool's Day in 1996,
exactly two months after its
appmval.
It was really unfair and cruel

of the Government to withdraw the amount of RM437m
allocated for the pension adjustments.
The Malaysian Government
Pensioners
Association
(MAGPA) sent an urgent
memorandum to the Government requesting that the New
Pension Formula be restored
especially because more than
70 per cent of the 300,000 odd
Government Pensioners were

sion every
year;
getting monthly pensions below the poverty level of • Urging the Government to
RMSOO.OO. Worse still, 21 per
pay pensions of not less
cent were getting less than
than RMSOO.OO (poverty
RM200.00.
level), and
• Requesting the GovernThe MAGPA had sent several
ment to consult the
letters seeking a meeting with
MAGPA on all matters afthe Prime Minister or the
fecting Government PenDeputy Prime Minister. Unsioners.
fortunately all requests for the
meeting were ignored. Nei- TThe Government Pensioners
ther seemed to have time for were again very disappointed
the loyal and faithful pension- when the Deputy Prime Miners.
ister mentioned nothing
about their grievances in the
The MAGPA held a Mass 1998 Budget on 19 October
Rally of the Government Pen- 1997.
sioners at the Muktamar Hall,
Islamic Centre, Kuala Strangely, the serving GovernLumpur on 29 September ment officers were awarded
1996, which was attended by bonues, the muumum
more than 4,000 Government amount being RM700.00, as
Pensioners from a1l over the recognition of their services.
country. The Rally w:as well But the pensioners who had
covered by the mass media, given the prime of their life
and contributed greatly to the
including RTM and TV3.
development and the prosperAgain, the patience and toler- ity of the country received
ance of the pensioners was nothing in return. The present
put to the test, because the economic crisis has made the
Prime Minister did not have situation of the Government
the courtesy to acknowledge Pensioners intolerable.
the four resolutions unanimously passed at the Mass The MAGPA has all along
Rally. The four resolutions been the strongest supporter
forwarded to the special atten- of the Government, because
tion of the Prime Minister on its membership comprises re12 October 1996 were:
sponsible retired civil servants
who had served in various ca• Requesting the Govern- pacities. The plight of the
ment to restore the ap- Government Pensioners had
proved New Pension For- been known to the Governmula;
ment long before the present
• Appealing to the Govern- financial and economic crisis.
ment to pay ex-gratia pay- Unfortunately, no positive acment of one month's pen- tion was taken and nobody
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bothered about the pension- not any less important.
for providing basic social
ers.
services to the people from
First, since the IMF stresses
lower and middle income
Nordin Aphandy bin Abu the role of the open market
groups will not be reduced;
Bakar,AMN based on free competition,
and
Secretary General then the conditions often im- * Justice to all groups of
Malaysian Governmetzt posed may undermine any
people in the distribution of
Pensioners' Association country that tries to impleburden, particularly those
ment policies to help uplift the
arising from moves to oversocio-economic conditions of
come the present economic
Don't Submit to IMF
disadvantaged communities
and financial crisis faced by
and social groups. In Malaythe country.
sia, if such conditions are pursued without any check and
Dr Syed Husin Ali
balance, they will certainly
President, Parti Rakyat
sharpen social conflicts of a
Malaysia
communal nature, cause
Taken For A Rlcle
chaos and destroy the process
of development.
About four years ago, the
Second, to ensure that its Government ruled that future
loans will be serviced well, the permits for taxis operating in
IMF will lay down conditions the Klang Valley would only
so that taxes are raised, while be issued to firms with suffiexpenditure on social services cient capital to buy the veDr Syed Husilt Ali
is reduced. Tills will <:ertainly hicles, maintain them in road
PRM shares the Prime go against the interests of the worthy condition and otherMinister's view that Malaysia lower and middle income wise provide satisfactory sershould not seek help from the groups in this country.
vice to passengers.
International Monetary Fund
(IMF), because it can affect the PRM is willing to support Dr As a result of this policy, a
economic sovereignty of this Mahathir's view on the IMF number of taxi firms were escountry. We hope that he will if he is consistent and will not tablished by politicians with
stand firm and will not bow bow down to it. We wish to close ties to the ruling elite
to the IMF, whatever the pres- call upon the Prime Minister and their relatives, ostensibly
sures, despite the fact that he to ensure the following:
to safeguard the interest of the
travelling public since there
has agreed with the stand of
APEC on the role of IMF.
* Transparency and account- were, it seems, numerous
ability, especially on all complaints against individual
The Prime Minister and sevmega-projects;
taxi drivers to whom permits
eral others have explained the * Determination to take effec- were given.
tive action against corrupadverse consequences, especially in the economic field,
Now even a donkey can see
tion and nepotism;
that may occur if we decide to * Uncompromising steps to the "udang di sebalik batu"
take an IMF loan. PRM
control rising prices of es- (ulterior motives): that the
wishes to put forward two
whole idea is a get-rich-quick
sential commodities;
other considerations that are * Assurance that allocations scheme, whereby the heartAliron Monthly 1998: 18(2) Mar Page 15

less Ali Babas who own the
taxi companies make the poor
taxi drivers work for them for
a trifling commission. What
with the general resentment
against these social parasites,
there has been little improvement in the taxi service although the commencing fare,
like the PLUS toll rates, has
been raised since.
Disabled people like me who
necessarily use the taxi as a
convenient means of transport have to suffer due to the
avarice of a few. Not only
that, the younger generation
is being taught by word and
example that when one enters
politics one must abandon all
principles of fair play and decency. Only mega-bucks matters.
Si Malang
Kuala Lumpur

The Opposition
And The NEAC
When Dr Mahathir first
mooted the idea of the National Economic Action Council, there was a feelling that
the economic crisis had
reached a proportion that
could not be handled by the
Cabinet alone. It was felt that
the time had come for the
Government to seek expert
and professional advice from
individuals and organisations
outside the council.

litical differences to defend
the country's economic freedom. All this augured well for
the country until the Prime
Minister announced the composition of the NEAC. Included in this council were
members of the Cabinet, trade
unions and the consumer and
professional bodies. But there
was one glaring absence there was no mention of any
members of the elected opposition being called to serve on
the Council. In fact, the Prime
Minister announced that "no
Opposition member is included" (The Star, 21 January
1998) despite the parliamentary Opposition leader earlier
welcoming the formation of
the NEAC and regarding it as
an important measure to overcome our economic problems.
(New Straits Times, 2 November 1997).
Naturally, the Government
cannot expect the Opposition
to support all their legislation,
but in a time of national crisis, the opposition should
havebeenropedintocontribute its service for the nation.
To deprive the opposition of
this opportunity is a grave injustice to the people of this
country. After all, the opposition has been voted in by Malaysians who number a little
less than those who cast votes
for the Government in power
now, and the opposition
speaks on behalf of this vast
number of voters.

Later, the Prime Minister
called upon everyone in the
country to set aside their po- Those of us who have been
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attending the seminars and
ceramahs on the economic crisis conducted by the opposition cannot help but feel that
many of the views and opinions expressed by opposition
speakers convey a lot of sense
and should be given due consideration by the government.
But how can this be so, if the
Opposition is not given a
place in the Council to put forward their views?

S Francis Xavier
Penang
Unhealthy
Development
The Government has apparently decided to privatise the
health services completely. As
a first step, we can expect it to
outfit the various hospitals in
the country with costly medical equipment at taxpayers'
expense. Then some crony
capitalists (social parasites)
will take over the management and administration of
this vital department; other
parasites lower down the
pecking order will secure the
maintenance, laundry and
other subsidiary contracts.
As in the case of Tenaga
Nasional and Telekoms judging by the numerous
complaints in the dailies- the
cost to the ordinary taxpayer
will rise sharply \vithout any
accompanying increase in efficiency.

Bapa Rasuah II
Kaala Lumpur

POT CANNOT CALL
THE KEftLE BLACK
Why Malaysia cannot criticise Singapore's
decision to allow US warships to use a new
naval base in the republic.
by Fan Yew Teng

m

efence Minister Syed
Hamid Albar was reported in The Sun of 18
January 1998 as saying
lhaL Mdldy:sia would nut interfere
in Singapore's decision to allow
United States warships to use facilities at a new naval base being
built in the island republic.

non-interference with regard to quest, the agreement on Bilateral
XSingapore's decision to allow Training and Educational CoopAmerican warships to use facili- eration has been kept secret.
ties at the new naval base there
is not because of constraints im- "One reason for the secrecy is
posed by ASEAN membership or that Malaysia has championed
that the Malaysian government nonalignment and has strongly
does not want to comment on the argued for the creation of a Zone
matter. It is simply because the of Peace, Freedom and NeutralMalaysian government has no ity in Southeast Asia. In 1980,
The Minister added, "We con- right whatsoever -legal, political, Malaysia reiterated that objective
sider the ASEAN region a region diplomatic or moral- to interfere in a declaration signed jointly
of peace and security and we can- or to criticise the Singapore gov- with Indonesian President
not interfere in Singapore's deci- ernment on this score. Why so? Suharto at the Malaysian town of
sions."
Kuantan- a statement that came
This is because, thanks to Prime to be known as the Kuantan DecThis is rather amazing and dis- Minister Dr Mahathir Mohamad, laration."
honest. If the Malaysian govern- Malaysia is in a somewhat simiment and other ASEAN govern- lar boat as Singapore. According So, here are some of the Malayments were true to the letter and to the 8 April 1992 issue of the sian government's own little inspirit of ASEAN's own declara- Asian Wall Street journal, military consistence, little hypocrisies and
tion in Kuala Lumpur in 1971 on cooperation between Malaysia little double-standards when
the need for Southeast Asia as a and the United States, which had their glib and easy rhetoric is exzone of peace, freedom and neu- been holding joint military exer- posed against the harsh light of
trality (incidentally, a most laud- cises since the early 1970s, was the reality of realpolitik and reaable initiative proposed by none formalised in an agreement sons of state. As Orwell says in
other than the Ma laysian govern- signed on 20 January 1984 by h.is Nineteen Eighhj-Four, under
ment itself, then under Tun Mahathir and the then US De- the cherry tree, you sold me and
Razak), such military arrange- fence
Secretary
Caspar I sold you. So much for prinments with the world's sole mili- Weinberger during a visit by the ciples, Asian virtues, Asian Retary superpower would not have Malaysian premier to Washing- naissance and some other Asian
been mad e, to the exclusion of ton.
blah, blah, blah ...
other big powers.
The report, filed by highly re- Consider some of the following
Let's be frank about it. The Ma- spected journalist Nayan events as direct or indirect conlaysian government's attitude of Chanda, adds: "At Malaysia's re- sequences of the secret military
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pact between Malaysia and the United States in
1984:

grace. ln recent days of course, the USS Independence has been busy in the Persian Gulf.

• Malaysia, despite all the anti-war and ThirdWorldist posturings, meekly fell in line to support
United Nations Security Council Resolution 678
initiated by the United States, thus giving a blank
cheque to the US and its allies to carpet-bomb the
people of Iraq in 1991.

So, when Malaysian Defence Minister Syed Hamid
Albar tells us why his government will not interfere in Singapore's military arrangements with the
United ~tates, we understand w hy. After all, the
Malaysian pot cannot call the Singapore kettle
black, can it? 0

• Malaysian Armed Forces Chief of Staff Lt-]en
NawiAliassigned, on 27January 1997, an amphibious warfare training agreement with the Commander of the US 7th f1eet, Vice-Admiral Robert
Natter, in Kuala Lumpur. Natter was in Malaysia
as part of the visit by USS Blue Ridge which called
at Port Klang.

Fan Yew Te11g, a former MP, is a political analyst based
in Ipoh.

FOUSIGHI

~

• On 28 February 1997, Malaysia and the United
States laid down plans for future bilateral defence
cooperation, including joint venture programmes
to train soldiers soon, Dep u ty Defence Minister Dr
Abdullah Fadzil Che Wan said. Earlier in the day, II
the Vice-Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of ll
the United States Armed Forces, Gen Joseph W
Ralston, called on Dr Abdullah at his office in Kuala
Lumpur.
• A Bemarna report of 21 March 1997 from Washington says that Malaysian Defence Minister Syed
Hamid Albar said that Malaysia and the United
States had agreed to step up security relations
through yearly meetings at the ministerial level.
Syed Hamid, who earlier had a one hour one-onone meeting with his American counterpart, William Cohen, at the Pentagon, said Cohen saw the
need for more regular meetings at ministerial and
official levels to further improve security relations.
•In late April and early May in 1997, the USS Independence, the United States Navy's oldest aircraft
carrier, and the guided missile destroyer USS Curtis
Wilbur anchored at Port Klang for four d ays. The
awe-struck New Straits Times exclaimed that "It was
a sight to behold ...". The Sun reminded us that
the USS Independence's "very presence is intimidating. The US used the aircraft (carrier) to flex its
muscles during the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. It
was also parked off the coast of Vietnam for 100
days and it was also deployed in the Caribbean
when the p rime minister of Grenada fell from

"The haze appears to have thickened and visibility is just 20 metres
since this morning"
-Spokesman Aryana
- Meteorology Office
Saturday, twenty-seven

September

Nineteen-ninety-seven
VISibility anterior : metres 20
Visibility posterior : metres 20
Mark this day in history

Saturday27

Septemberl997
The day we finally

achieved Vision 20-201
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Cecil Rejeruh

Besides, surely no one in his or
her right mind would believe
that the DAP or PAS is capable
of pulling us out of this economic
quagmire. That leaves the least of
three evils to vote for- BN. With
a resounding mandate, our dear
leader can then turn to his critics, thumb his nose and show
them that he still has the support
to go on and on and on, and who
are they to tell him to go. But,
some UMNO people (those not
in Mahathir's camp, naturally)
offer another scenario. The general election, this group says, is
not so much aimed at his foreign
critics as it is for his political survival within UMNO.

Early Polls
Talk of a snap general election
has permeated political circles almost everywhere in the country.
Political parties, it seems, have
been told to prepare for the possibility of such an event. They
have been told that elections, if
they do take place, may be as
early as early next year, after the
Commonwealth Garnes and
Apec Meeting are well out of the
way. Most politicians are quite
worried because they think this
is not exactly the best of times to
go back to the voters. The "let's
rally against the evil foreigners/
George Soros" battle cry is okay
for a while and among certain
audiences but it doesn't work
with everyone or for very long.
Besides, the government has no
need for a freshmandate to tackle
the economic crisis. It was elected
to manage the economy among
other things; steering us out of
this would be part of that mandate. So, what could be the reasons behind the alleged orders to
prepare for snap polls? We are
told the instruction came from
the very top. The political lead-

ership, it seems, was deeply hurt,
furious even, that those foreign
devils had actually dared to ask
Mal1athir to step down (although
it is widely known that many of
the calls came from the Malaysia,n business sector and never
mind that Mllaysian groups periodically call on the American
president to resign).
The resignation calls, though dismissed, had affected Dr M' s
standing in the international
community. Worse, he has b.e en
placedinasituationonlyslightly
less embarrassing than Suharto's
(the cover of a recent issue of The
Economist had a photo of an
aged and tired-looking Suharto
and the suggestion: "Stand
Down Suharto"). Coming back to
all this talk about early polls; the
most widely circulated premise
for a snap election is that the political leadership has to redeem
the loss of face suffered by our
beloved leader. One way is to go
back to the people, obtain a new
mandate, preferably one as solid
as the previous election. Risky?
Well, yes, but the opposition is in
a shambles and not much of a
threat.
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His standing has taken a blow
not only among the evil foreigners but also among his own party
people. Those in the party who
were previously crazy about him
are less so now while those who
never had any love for him think
it is time that Anwar Ibrahim be
allowed to step in. This will become evident very soon when
the party division elections take
place as soon as the branch meetings are over. The division elections are widely expected to be a
tussle between Anwar's supporters and the PM's loyalists. Signs
of such a tussle were already evi~
dent three years ago in Merbok
and Langkawi, for instance. The
signs will be even clearer this
time around.
Hence, when Mahathir says,
"avoid contest," he means it less
for party unity than for preserving the status quo and his own
position. And, says the group not
aligned to him, if a general election takes place it will be to boost
his standing in the party rather
than anything else. A returned
mandate will enable him to take
to the UMNO general assembly

rostrum again in 1999, appealing web site ... it really looks ugly to
emotionally to UMNO delegates me ... don't u think so?"
that "the struggle is not over
yet," while tears stream down his However, what really tickled was
cheeks. And how can he go when not so much the message but the
the struggle is not over yet? Of fact that both the state
course, not.
governmentand the provider (a
company called Hijau Inovasi
Technologi) seemed unaware
that their system had been
awn.
breached till they received an eYes, everybody is rushing to set mail tip-off. You'd think that
up websites. You have not ar- people who are in the cyberage
rived at the cyber age unless business would be more on their
you've got a web-site, it seems. toes instead of relying on tip-offs.
And among those who have And his answer when asked how
crashed headlong into the cyber that could have happened: "Even
age are our government agencies the Pentagon in the United States
and state governments although has been hacked into." Yeah! But
their efforts are not really out of you can be sure that whoever
enthusiasm for cyber wonders. hacked into Pentagon had a less
Rather, they want to be seen as yawning time. Let's hope that
adhering to the instructions of apart from tightening security,
the Prime Minister. As such, hav- the state government will take
ing a website- never mind if it is heed of the all-too-true message
the most drab, boring and un- left by the hacker.
imaginative of sites- means they
are part of this thing known as
the Multimedia Super Corridor.
And that means they are helping
to realise the pet project of the
Prime Minister.
Space, the last frontier, as they like
to say in all those sci-fi books and
Loyal and obedient, that's the movies. Malaysia also likes to
civil service for you -but not ter- think that it plays a part in the lofty
ribly bright or imaginative, I'm field of the science of space,
afraid.yonewho's had occasion namely, in the form of the National
to hit any of these government Planetarium. But an incident insites would have quickly volving a staff of the National
yawned their way out of what Planetarium showed that those inappears to be dry information volved in space science have yet
presented the way it has always to move beyond the occult and subeen presented -like any govern- pernatural. An assistant director of
ment document, without any bit the centre was alleged to have
of bother to take advantage or threatened his woman boss, Dr
make use of the multi-facetted Mazlan Othman, director-general
elements of the computer age. of the centre, with black magic.
Thus, we can understand the News reports of the incident did
feelings of the hacker who broke not state the cause of the man's acthrough the system of the Negeri tion but he was alleged to have
Sembilan government to leave faxed his boss a four-page letter
this rather blunt message: "I in which he threatened to use a
think u really need to change this bomoh to eliminate Dr Mazlan. So

*****
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much for Malaysia's scientific age.
But at least he was advanced
enough to use the fax machine.

*****
Sex

d Politics

It is said that nowhere else in the
country
has
America's
Naughtygate stirred more interest than in Malacca. Malaccans
apparently found much that they
could relate to in the White
House sex scandal. For one, they
regret that Malaysia did not have
all those polls that reported the
popularity ratings of politicians
and what people thought of
them. Sayang (pity), they say; otherwise their former Olief Minister Rahim Thamby Chik would
not have had to resign.
Malaccans would have surely
given him an overwhelming approval rating. After all, he
brought so much development to
the state ... all those factories,
roads, theme parks and tourists.
As long as the man performs in
office, the voters don't care what
kind of performance he gets up
to in the bedroom.

Really, what's wrong with a little
sex romp now and then? They
would still love their leader, appreciate him. So what if he has a
fleet of luxurious cars whose total cost does not quite tally with
his income? Sex and cars go together lah! And money too, lots
of it. How can anyone get all
those wheels if they don't have
money and can anyone get all
those dolly birds if they don't
have money and wheels? If only
Malaysians were as reasonable as
Americans. If only they did not
insist on taking the high moral
ground. If only they were more
like Dr Mahathir who was the
only person willing to give
Rahim a second chance.

1n fact, Dr Mahathir seems to be

still giving Rahim more second
chances. The PM was reported as
saying that Rahim should be allowed to contest for the post of
Kota Melaka UMNO division
chief. Rahim, he said, was not
facing any criminal charges. But
the point is, elsewhere, aspiring
contestants were constantly reminded of the PM's "no contest
advice." This has infuriated
UMNO aspirants who see it as
double standards. In fact, Rahim
had quite cleverly transferred his
party membership from his old
Paya Rumput branch (in Alor
Gajah division) to the Durian
Daun branch (in Kota Melaka d ivision) last year, knowing that
the latter division chief was more
amenable to him.

High Court judges (a rare species) Dr V.su Sinnadurairecently
resigned from the judiciary. No
big deal, you say? It's happened
before and in numbers greater
than one? True, but the earlier
resignations were the result of executive interference whereas the
former Justice VISu is believed to
have resigned because of serious
dissatisfaction with the judiciary
itself, especially in its administration. Apparently, the last straw
for Vlsu was when he was transferred to Tawau (yes, the little dot
on the far end of the island of
Borneo). Before this, Visu had
languished for several years in
Muar until he was transferred
back to Shah Alam.

report in Tawau. What happened
next was perhaps more amazing
than posting commercial law expertise to backwater towns. The
day after he quit, his official car
was repossessed. Some officers
turned up at his house and said
that they had been ordered to
take back the car; it was as if Dr
V.su was the sort who would run
the car off to Haadyai to sell on
the black market (and if only the
wheels of justice churned as
swiftly).
Next, several officers from the
courts were also sent to record
the meter readings for the water
and electricity supply to hts
house, to make sure that the government bore his utilities up to
his last day on the judiciary payroll and not a single day more.
The incidents left members of the
legal community reeling in shock
at the p etty vindictiveness of
whoever it was who had issued
those orders. It also left many of
them scared shit. If such pettiness
can happen to a judge, it can happen to anyone. But then again,
hasn't it happened before? Remember those locked doors to
the court house, the missing
seals, the trumped-up charges?

All this may not seem extraordinary unless one understands that
Many within UMNO are natu- Visu is an expert on commercial
rally concerned over the way that law, a subject he taught when he
contests have come to be equated was a professor in Universiti
with something tmhealthy, divi- Malaya's Law Faculty. He has
sive and even sinful. UMNO is also written books on the subject
after all a democratic party and and enjoys an international reputo pressure members against con- tation for his expertise on the
testing is going against the spirit subject. Thus, his posting, first to
of democracy. Besides, contests - Muar, and then Tawau, was
although often quarrelsome - viewed with some disbelief by
also mean renewal for the party, the legal community. What was
the process by which new talents a mind like Visu doing in small
replace the old (not always the towns like Muar and Tawau
case because there are often time where he would be stuck with Meanwhile the appointment of
that new incompetents replace mundane stuff like running- the new Chief Judge of Malaya
old ones). On the other hand, in- down cases Gegal jargon for ac- Wan Adnan Wan Ismail is good
cumbents (and they include cident cases) and the occasional news on an otherwise gloomy jumany who ought to have been theft and robbery?
dicial horizon. Justice Wan
Adnan is known to be a sober
put out to pasture long ago) welcome the "no contest advice." It was quite clear to even the personality who tries to live the
And why not? It has enabled most casual of observers that his way that judges are supposed to.
them to cling to power and to put talent was not being put to Certainly, he will not be seen cadown challenges from up-and- proper use and would be wasted vorting in the company of busicoming politicians. Thanks to the in places like these. And it is not nessmen and corporate figures
as though our courts are over- whom he may have to meet in
advice of the party president.
staffed with judges well-versed court. Neither do people expect
in commercial law. The Tawau to find him inebriated in wellposting was the proverbial straw known eating places in town as
Poo , Poor Vlsu
that broke the camel's back. He was the way with another high
One of Malaysia's most brilliant quit days before he was due to ranking figure in the judiciary.

*****
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Nor is he the sort to hold private will care whether Malaysians are
meetings with the party involved breathing clean air or whether
in a case pending before the the Games will go on under clear
courts.
blue skies.
But it should also be remembered
that Wan Adnan was for a while
an UMNO politician in
Terengganu where he won a state
seat and joined the state legislative assembly. At that time, he
was said to be slated to take over
from Wan Mokhtar as MB of
Terengganu. But other events
came about that compelled
Mahathir to retain Wan Mokhtar
inspite of his lacklustre performance, which is just as well, because Wan Adnan went on to a
more honourable profession. Or
has he?

*****
That Old Familiar
(H zy) Feeling

Meanwhile, Miri which is experiencingAPls of over 100- the official cause is "open burning" announced that it might resort to
water bombs. Water bombs! Isn 't
that what kiddies play with?
How about more sophisticated
solutions from those American
consultants whom Taib Mahmud
claimed he was consulting? (The
poor man was falsely accused of
holidaying abroad with his family at the height of the haze). Taib
Mahmud had better come up
with some good suggestings
from his fact-finding trip otherwise we will really believe those
wicked rumours that he was having a gala vacation while
Sarawakians were choking in
smog. As an immediate measure,
Sarawak has slapped a ban on
open burning. Decisive man!

another's shoulders and all that
brotherhood stuff. You see, they
think they have much in common - intellect, Islamic philosophy, an Asian vision.
Thus, when western investors reacted negatively to the possibility of H abibie succeeding
Suharto, the Anwar-aligned
Utusan Malaysia bristled and
counter-attacked. The paper suggested that western fund managers and investors were not so
much against Habibie as against
Islam. After all, Habibie is head
of ICMl (the Indonesian Association of Muslim Intellectuals), set
u,p by the Suharto regime to provide Islamic input into public
policy. It has its own newspaper,
Republika and its own think-tank,
and it professes to be non-political. But it is not a mass-based
body like say the Nadha tul
Ulama or the Muhammadiyah.

Malaysia wants Indonesia to conIn that sense, Utusan's stance is
trol the fires that are reported to
alarmist, to say the least. ICMI is
be raging again in parts of
Sumatra. The Klang Valley is albut a small player in the larger
ready showing mild signs of the
context of Indonesia's Islamic
e Hab ble Plunge
pollution on some days. Malaymovement and it is irresponsible
sia does not want a repeat of the Poor B.J. Habibie. It is unlikely of any paper to link the lack of
smog that clogged up Malaysian that he will ever get over the hu- confidence in Habibie to anti-Isskies just months ago, especially miliation over the way the rupiah lamic sentiments. Habibie is
with the Commonwealth Games plunged the day Suharto report- hardly an Islamic fanatic and
only seven months away.
edly indicated that he preferred never was.
Habibie as successor. It showed
But Indonesia may not be as the complete lack of market con- If the west believes him to be a
obliging this time around be- fidence in Habibie. Habibie used fanatic, then our own Anwar
cause its leaders are fighting an to be known among the western Ibrahim must be the Ayatollah.
even more frightening fire that media as Indonesia's technology Foreign investors did not like
looks like it is already on the way czar. But that was before his sci- Suharto' s choice of Habibie, for
to spreading out of control. This ence and technology ministry got the simple reason that if Habibie
is the fire burning in the breasts involved in more and more ex- takes over, he would only conof its underclass who are white- pensive and outlandish projects. tinue to protect the interests of
hot with anger at the way the Now he is often referred to as Suharto's children and cronies.
economic crisis has affected their Habibie-fly-me-to-the-moon. And that is precisely why
lives and who are taking it out Habibie, of course, is also a bo- Suharto prefers him. There
on the most vulnerable targets som buddy of Anwar Ibrahim. would be no real change in
(for the moment) -ethnic Chinese Both leaders behave like broth- Indonesia's economic policies.
traders. With such human fires to ers when they meet, hugging and
-byNNP cope with, it is unlikely Suharto kissing, with arms around one

*****
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HEART TO HEART

"What comes from the lips reaches the ear,
what comes from the heart reaches the heart" -Arab proverb

THE SUFFERING IN IRAQ
CONTINUES
by Chuck Quilty

II

fter a rugged journey of
14 hours through the
desert betweenAmman
and Baghdad in 11 0-degree heat, a gentle breeze swept
the darkened streets of Baghdad
as we began to unload medicine
from our vehicle. As I carried
boxes and bags of medicine away
to store, I noticed a cute young
girl of nine to ten eyeing me. She
was dressed entirely in black and
had sad, pleading eyes. Finally
she approached me and started
to beg. I quickly responded "la,
Ia, la" (no, no, no) and she fled
into the darkness. My brain told
me I did the right thing, but my
heart dreaded all the begging
children who would penetrate it
in the days ahead.

In Saddam City, on our way to
Al Qadissiya Hospital, we pass
along a normally 4-lane main
street. Today it is reduced to
barely two lanes and there is a
massive traffic jam. People are
packed on both sides of the road
and in the median selling or attempting to sell their possessions
of all sorts in a desperate attempt
to get some money to survive.
The heat is an oppressive 120plus degrees as if to add coals on
an already suffering humanity.
The eyes of the people have a
pallor of hopelessness and pain.

families who give their children
away because they cannot afford
to feed them. l am appalled
when I hear that people sell body
organs for as little as 50,000 Iraqi
Dinar (ID). I can't believe people
sell a kidney for as less than
US$36. I begin to realise that J
am in a country where security,
no, survival is measured one day
at a time.

In one family we hear about, the
father makes 5-6000 ID per
month working for the army. His
young son sells cigarettes on a
street comer all day and brings
At Al Qadissiya Hospsital we home, 50,000 ID per month. It is
encounter pervasive cases of no wonder, with so many famiquashiorkor and nutritional lies barely surviving that so
marasmus, diseases of severe many children have dropped out
protein deficiency. I am struck of school.
In a Baghdad hospital, I see and by one 12-year-old boy who has
photograph a one-day old baby dysentery. Dr Mudhar Kannuna At AI Mansur Hospital, I speak
girl with a large tumour like sack tells me that he has accepted his with Dr Salma AI-Hadad for the
protruding from the back of her fate, he is waiting to die. Beds third time in ten months. Khalid,
head. I am told that part of her have no linens, cross-infections whom I met in December 1996,
brain is in it. The 20 per cent rise are common. Dr Kannuna says, has died. He is the third of four
children I met in December 1996,
in the rate of congenital diseases "we have no hygiene at all."
who have died from lack of antiand deformities in Iraq is not discancer
drugs to treat them.
similar to the fate of gulf War vet- As we leave Saddam Oty, I stare
from
the
window
of
the
GMC
in
Dhuha,
a
young girl whose name
erans' children in this country.
means
sunrise,
is the only reMany blame the depleted ura- some variation of psychic numbmaining
child
of
the four who is
nium shells used by the US and ness and I see the sewerage-filled
still
alive.
side
streets,
pervasive
garbage
She
now
has relapsed
its allies for this increase in such
and
even
my
nose
detects
the
and
the
cancer
is
in
her bone
tragic occurrences. I am not
general
stench.
marrow.
No
treatment
is availproud that I have the stomach to
able.
It
is
quite
likely
that
on my
take the picture. I am weary of
My
heart
cringes
as
I
hear
of
next
trip
to
Iraq
I
will
weep
for
photographing dying children.
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Dhuha and her family.
The following day we deliver
antibiotics and other medical
supplies to Al Mansur. After
medical personnel take the medicine into the hospital and inventory it, a man emerges from the
shadows in front of the hospital.
He approaches our driver and
asks him in Arabic if we have
some medicine for his son who
has cancer. The man, along with
his wife and son, has camped in
front of the hospital for over a
week in the hope that druges for
his son would become available.
I have to apologise that we have
no anti-cancer drugs and offer
the young son a Tootsie Pop. Talk
about feeling inadequate! Yet the
man tells me "We treasure your
voices and your presence."
At St Raphael Hospital in
Baghdad, a retired anaesthetist
railed at us about the state of
medical practice in Iraq these
days. He wasn't blaming us personally; but he felt the need to
vent his frustration and concern
for those he couldn't help. In a
corner of the same room, Sr
Marianne, the director of the hospital wept quietly. She told us
that for most people in Iraq
"hope is a thing of the past".
There is a palpable sense of hopelessness among the people that
sanctions against them will end
in time to salvage any sense of
what human dignity they can
still muster about themselves.
Despite some progress in food
supplies under UN Resolution
986 (oil for food), few medical
supplies have reached Iraq. The
spiral of disease and hardship,
along with deaths numbering in
the tens of thousands, has taken
its toll and promises to impose

its insidious effects even after, if people of Iraq. As I returned
and when, sanctions end.
from visits to poor families in the
neighbourhood on one very hot
Joseph Stalin is reported to have day, I was reminded that I had
said: "One deathis a tragedy, one skipped lunch again. I replied
hundred thousand is a statistic." with great conviction that I was
If the 1.2 million people of Iraq "full" from the warm hugs and
who have died as a result of sanc- wet, sticky (Tootsie Pops) kisses
tions are a statistic to our govern- of so many children. 0
ment, they arc not to me. They
are the real life faces and personChuck Quilty is a member of the
alities we have met and watched
Voices in the Wildemess Camdie in many cases.
paigll delegation to Iraq.
Source: JUST Commentary No.
I take some small comfort from
7 (New Series) December 1997.
the warmth and affection of the
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DEMOCRACY NOT JUST
A WESTERN CONCEPT
i

The structure and organization of early African societies
in this country fascinated me
very much and greatly influenced the evolution of my
political outlook. The land,
then the main means of production, belonged to the
whole tribe and there was no
individual ownership whatsoever. There were no classes,
no rich or poor and no exploitation of man by man. All
men were free and equal and
this was the foundation of
guv~mment. Recognition of
this general principle found
expression in the constitution
of the counciL variously called
!mbizoor Pitsoor I<gotla, which
governs the affairs of the tribe.
The council was so completely
democratic that all members
of the tribe could participate
in its deliberations. Chief and
subject, warrior and medicine
man, all took part and
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endeavoured to influence its
decisions. It was so weighty
and influential a body that
no step of any importance
could ever be taken by the
tribe without reference to it.

;
~
f

1

Th~ was much in such a so- i
ciety that was primitive and
insecure and it certainly
could never measure up to
the demands of the present
epoch. But in such a society
are contained the seeds of
revolutionary democracy in
which none will be held in
slavery or servitude, and in
which poverty, want and insecurity shall be no more.
This is the history which,
even today, inspires me and
my colleagues in our political struggle.

Nelson Mandela in his autobiography "Long Walk to
Freedom".
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DOES IRAQ'S
DEPLETED URANIUM
POSE A HEALTH RISK?

g

he office of the United
Nations commissioner for Human
Rights has received a report
hypothesising that the current
health and environmental
problems in Iraq may be
linked to US and British
weapons left behind after the
Gulf War in 1991.
The literature review, compiled by Bill Griffin, an Irish
petrochemical engineer, with
access to material in both the
West and Iraq, points out that

used in combat until the Gulf tions have also increased, as
War. DU is a radioactive by- have diseases of the immune
product of the enrichment system.
process used to make nuclear
3 00 Tonnes Of DU
fuel rods and nuclear bombs.
Left On BaHieflelcls
The report notes that the
death rate per 1,000 Iraqi children under 5 years of age increased from 2.3 in 1989 to
16.6 in 1993. Cases of lymphoblastic leukaemia have more
than quadrupled with other
cancers also increasing "at an
alarming rate". ln men, lung,
bladder, bronchus, skin and

As many as 500 children a
day are dying in Iraq.
the mortality rates among
children have increased
sharply: as many as 500 children a day are dying in Iraq
along with cancer rates. He
proposes that radioactive
waste caused by projectiles
containing depleted uranium
(DU) may have played a part.
DU weapons were developed
by the Pentagon in the late
1970s as anti-tank armourpiercing shells but were not

stomach cancers show the
highest increase. In women,
the highest increases are in
breast and bladder cancer, and
non-Hodgkin lymphoma.
Diseases
such
as
osteosarcoma, teratoma,
nephroblastoma
and
rhabdomyosarcoma are also
increasing with, according to
the review, the most affected
being children and young
men. Congenital malformaAliran Monthly 1998: 18(2) Mar Page 25

The review says that a confidential report by the British
Atomic Energy Authority in
1991 estimated that at least 40
tonnes of DU were dispersed
in Kuwait and Iraq; but according to Greenpeace -based
on US government information released under the Freedom of Information Act "over 300 tonnes of DU
mostly in fragmented form
(dust) were left on the battlefields in Iraq and Kuwait".
The review also quotes a letter from UK's former Defence
Secretary, Malcolm Rifkind, to
Sir David Steel, former Liberal
leader, in December 1994, saying that British troops used 88
DU rounds and that the USA
had used much more. The letter also said that the weapons
would emit radioactive and
toxic substances that "present
a health hazard".

Karen Birclulrd
(Source: The Lancet Ltd 1998)

TOWARDS AN ACCOUNTABLE
POLICE FORCE
Human rights workers meet top police oHicers in a historic

dialogue to discuss cases ol alleged abuses ol police powers
at Bukit Aman (police headquarters)
by Veerasenan
n 2 October 1997, 33 individuals representing
nine NGOs (See Box 1)
fina!Jy succeeded in submitting their grievances regarding misuse of police powers to
senior police personnel representing the Inspector General of Po-

NGOs decided to organise a ''Tri- characteristic firmness that the
bunal on Abuse of Police Powers" government would not hesitate to
to mark World Human Rights use the ISA on groups that "bait
Day, 8 December 1996. The inten- the police". The IGP went on
tion was to invite retired judges, record saying that the entire effort
other prominent members of the smacked of a Marxist conspiracy!
community and the press, as well
as top police personnel to this The organisers were quite
shocked by the defensive response, and a couple of groups
Boxl
publicly disassociated themselves
from the tribunal's organising
NGOs participating in the 2 October 1997 Dialogue
committee. Following this, there• Alaigal
maining groups decided to call off
• Centre for Orang Asli Concerns
the Tribunal and instead sought
• Community Development Centre
dialogue with the police as was
• DAP Socialist Youth
advised by Shamsuri Arshad, the
• Jawatankuasa Sokongan Peneroka Bandar
then Deputy lGP, and Ong Ka
• Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall Youth Section
Trng, the other Deputy Home Af• Suara Warga Pertiwi
fairs Minister.
• Suaram
• Tenaganita
Preconditions

for the Dialogue
lice. The 3 hour meeting with a one-day seminar where NGOs
Bukit Aman team headed by were to present the problems that
Ismail Che Ros, the Director of several poor communities had enCriminal Investigations, was the countered with the police.
culmination of a 10-month long
attempt to bring NGO misgivings However, then Deputy Home Afconcerning abuse of police pow- fairs Minister MegatJunid threatened to detain the tribunal
ers to open discussion.
organisers under the ISA if they
Background •
went on with it. Prime Minister
The -Trlltunal•
Dr Mahathir Mohamad also echTowards the end of 1996, several oed this warning saying with
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Letters to the IGP were sent off by
the Committee On Police Abuse
in February and March 1997. Finally, in May, the police responded, giving several preconditions for the proposed dialogue
session: the IGP would not personally attend but would delegate
a senior officer to represent him;
the press had to be excluded; the
NGO team could not exceed 40

people; and the cases to be discussed had to be made known
beforehand.
The last precondition caused consternation among several of the
NGOs as in the press conference
announcing the calling off of the
Tribunal, the case of a
Bangladeshi worker who had alleged that he was physically
abused when he went to make a
police report in Rawang, was
mentioned as an example of
abuse of police powers.
Following the press conference,
the police picked up this hapless
Bangladeshi and brought him to
Bukit Aman for a 10-hour long interrogation session that so severely traumatised him that he
went back to Rawang, withdrew
his original police report, and
begged the NGO involved to
leave him out of any further efforts to highlight police abuse.

spond to their call for a constructive dialogue, the NGOs met severa 1 times to put together a
Memorandum detailing the problems that several poor communities have had with the police. This
7-page document states quite
clearly at the outset that the police force is essential for the security and peace of the country.
However, it goes on to argue that
with rapid development in Malaysia, many poor communities
are displaced from their homes in
squatter kampongs or from estates that have been sold. Very
often, when these poor communities being threatened with eviction go to the police to seek their
help in preventing the developers
or management from harassing
them, they find the police to be
uncaring or even hostile to them.
The memorandum then goes on
to highlight the following issues:

* Conflict of interest. The police
Foar NGO activists were also
called to Bukit Aman in connection with this case, but the police
seemed more interested in finding out more about the tribunal's
organisers than in investigating
this allegation of police abuse.

appear to be partial to the developer and the estate managers.
Complaints by the poor communities are not taken seriously,
while those by the management
are acted upon quickly.

*The reception of the police when
This experience made theNGOs poor communities go to the powary about quoting specific cases. lice station to make a report. OfHowever, since the police letter of ten the police seem to be attemptMay 1997 had specifically said ing to persuade the complainants
that there could be no dialogue not to lodge the report. The powithout prior notification of lice often are hostile when a large
cases, five NGOs volunteered to group of residents go to the poput forward their cases (see Box lice station to make a report,
2) to give the police some ex- seemingly failing to understand
amples as to the types of issues that evictions involve large numthat they wished to highlight to bers of people.
them.
* Often the complainants get inThe NGO
vestigated and not the complaint
Me•orandu•
itself. The police often seem more
While waiting for the police tore- interested in who helped with the
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typing, the names of the committee members, the possible involvement of any NGO, than in
the issue that the people are complaining about. The complainants
are sometimes referred to the Special Branch. This line of investigation can be quite intimidating
to the average citizen.

* W1ten the complaint is made by
the developer or estate manager,
police powers are sometimes used
to harass and intimidate tire
people. For example, Section 117
of the Criminal Procedure Code
is sometimes used with punitive
intent to detain the members of
the residents' committee. Upon
release on police bail, the committee members are required to come
back to the police station every
month to renew their bail. And
this can go on for months.
* Lock-up conditions leave much
to be desired. The lock-up rules
are not made known to those being detained.

* 11te use of the Federal Reserve
Unit (FRU) or the Pasukan Police Hutan (PPH) when there is a
confrontation precipitated by the
developer's attempt to evict the
people forcibly. Sometimes this is
done despite the fact that the
Court has not yet given its decision regarding the legality of the
eviction attempt.
,. Co.m plaints made againstpolice
personnel do not seem to be investigated properly. Neither is
there any feedback to the complainant regarding the progress of
the investigation.
To support the memorandum, the
Committee on Police Abuse collected and compiled case histories
pertaining to each of the issues

I tD11S 11tlacfcwl by the FRU

Our inwstigatitms m'elll no UJrOflg-doing on ~,_.,of~
police.

Box 2 : Five Cases Discussed on 2 October 1997
The Issues Raised

The Police Reply

APCET
Police arrested 60 people attending a closeddoor conference. Section 117 of the CPC was
used with punitive intent to detain these people
for one to four days.

Kg ChupPadak
The police were partial to the developer who
was trying to evictthe kampong. Police arrested
the Kg Chuppadak Land Committee members

The 60 were arrested because they refused
to obey an order to disperse. It takes time
to take statements from 60 people.

The two police reports do not carry any details regarding the arrests. So this issue cannot be discussed in this forum.

repeatedly.
Kg Chekkadi
160 people who went peacefully to make a police report were arrested without any reason.
The FRU was ordered to attack a crowd that
was waiting peacefully outside the station.

Kg Anum
Ronnie Uu was severely beaten by the FRU
when he asked them whether they had a valid
court order to evict the people.

There were 300 people who were very disorderly. The Inspector tried repeatedly to
advise the people but was ignored. The police report submitted in June 1997 does not
mention the FRU action. So it will not be
discussed.
He sustained his injuries (scalp injuries requiring seven stitches) when he tried to run
away from the police.

Ulg Brooklands

.

The estate workers had made several police reports regarding harassment by the manager.
However the police chose to act on the
manager's complaint and arrested three members of the CDC who were attending a meeting in the Temple of the estate.

The workers' reports were "civil" in nature,
while the manager's report had to be classified as "criminal".
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mentioned above. In addition to
the memorandum, the committee
also prepared a set of 16 specific
suggestions on how the police
could improve the quality of their
services. (See Box 3)

The Dialogue Session

tid pants were astonished and disappointed to find that there were
large discrepancies between the
NGO version and the police version, with the police team basically denying all allegations of
wrong-doing in all five cases. (See
Box2)

The session started off amicably The police team admitted that the
with Ismail Che Ros acknowledg- investigations were all done by loing that members of the 8,200 cal police personnel. When the
strong police force do sometimes NGO representatives raised the
make mistakes. He said that the issue of possible cover-up of popolice were continually attempt- lice mistakes, the police became
ing to improve the quality of the quite offended. None of the five
force, but went on to caution that cases could be resolved, and this
for this dialogue session, the po- part of the dialogue ended with
lice team was only prepared to Ismail Che Ros advising the
discuss the five cases that had NGOs to take their complaints to
been submitted in june 1997. the Courts if they were not satisSivarasa of Suaram responded on fied with the explanation given by
behalf of the NGOs, thanking the his team.
police for providing this opportunity to have the dialogue. He By this time, the atmosphere had
emphasized that the intention become quite strained and ten"E'
was not to find fault, but to help with the police repeatedly turncreate a better police force.
ing off the floor microphone that
the NGO participants had to use
The NGO Memorandum on Po- to address the meeting. The seslice Abuse and the Specific Rec- sion ended with the NGO delegaommendation to Improve the Po- tion expressing their appreciation
lice Force were then presented. for the opportunity to have a diaIsmail Che Ros declined tore- logue with the police, emphasizspond to the memorandum, say- ing that this is a healthy developing, quite reasonably, that the po- ment, and with Ismail Che Ros
lice needed time to study it in de- thanking all participants and
tail first. He however gave his as- leaving open the possibility of fursurance that the police would ther dialogue sessions.
consider it seriously, and respond
in writing to the various points
Review
raised. If necessary, a further dialogue session could be arranged The NGO participants held a
meeting that afternoon to review
to discuss the memorandum.
the dialogue session. Several parThe NGOs were then invited to ticipants expressed disappointpresent the five cases that had ment and frustration that the pobeen submitted earlier. Each of lice were not being honest about
the cases were presented by one the five cases, but were just tryof the persons involved in the ing to cover up. They felt that
case. The police responded after Bukit A man should have taken a
each presentation. The NGO par- more neutral stance instead of
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identifying with and defending
the positions taken by the local
police who were after all investigating allegations of wrong-doings by their own colleagues and
superiors.
However, the rna jority feeling
was that the dialogue session was
worth the effort and time that it
took to organise. The following
reasons were cited:
,. This dialogue session establishes that the NGOs have/had
substantive and legitimate
grievances regarding misuse of
police powers. It clearly demonstrates that the NGOs were not
simply trying to "bait the police" in an irresponsible manner
as alleged by a senior statesman
in December 1996.
,. The dialogue session gave an
opportunity for the NGOs to
present their grievances to Bukit
Aman, the pinnacle of police authority in Malaysia.
,. In agreeing to have the dialogue,
the police themselves affirmed
that citizens have the rightto criticize and make representations
with regard to any public institution, including the police. This is
an important milestone in the creation of a more accountable government.
The Committee on Police Abuse
decided to meet again to decide
whether any further action needs
be taken. 0

The writer tOGS one of the
human rights workers
who took part in the ditllogue with the police.

Box 3 : Suggestions and Resolutions
1. Police personnel mantling
counters at police stations
must be provided with
professional training on
how to serve the people in
a courteous manner.

2.

those detained must be released or charged immediately. They must not be remanded under the provisions of Section 117.

8. Each detention room or
Police officers who are not
lock-up must contain basic
involved should not interamenities, such as water
fere when a complaint is
and sleeping and washup
being made and recorded.
areas.
The proper procedure for
recording a complaint 9. Lock-up rules must be
should be clearly stated
stated clearly to every deon a board in every police
tainee to enable them to
station.
know of their rights.

3. . Every police station
should provide a waiting/ reception area for the
public. Police personnel
serving the public must be
courteous, patient and understanding.

10. FRU and PPH personnel
must be provided with
training to communicate
with marginalised (eg. low
income, uneducated) citizens. These personnel must
learn to be more humanitarian when dealing with oppressed citizens.

In every investigation, the
police must provide information and feedback to
the complainant. Investigations must not be delayed for years on end.

11. The Police must always act
in a neutral manner, even if
one of the parties in a dispute is rich and influential.

5. When investigating a

12 When there is a reported

complaint, the police must
not provide so-called advice that is designed to
prejudice the report made
by the complainant.

dispute between two parties, the Police must be neutral and encourage both
parties to discuss their
grievances without issuing
threats. The Police must refer to the laws of the land
before taking any· action.

4.

Police Guarantees cannot
be extended indefinitely.
There needs to be specific
and clear guidelines, with 13. When a complaint is made
against a police officer, the
a specified period stated.
complaint must be investi7. In clear, specific and
gated by a higher ranking
straight forward cases,
officer who is also not re-

6.
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lated / linked to the alleged officer. The complainant also must be informed of the period of investigation and of devel- '
opments in the investigation.
14. In any police investigation, the individual being
investigated must be allowed the opportunity to
contact his/ her family
and friends and also a
lawyer when so requested. Every police officer and detainee must be
informed of this right.

15. The police need to
undersand that the police
force is an entrusted public body. The actions of the
police are constantly under public scrutiny, as are
the actions of any public
organisation. Hence, the
police force must be open
and receptive to all views
and criticisms from all
sectors of society.
16. An Independent Commission of Inquiry must
be established to investigate in a just, independent
and neutral manner all
complaints/ allegations
made against the police.
This Commission will not
only protect the rights and
interests of citizens but
will also reflect the willingness and sincerity of
the police to act in a just,
independent and neutral
manner.

DEMOCRATISING
DEFENCE
Malaysia's arms procurement process badly needs more
transparency and public participation

The public needs to have a rational and professional
understanding of emerging issues concerning national defence and global security. Knowledge is
essential in order to build a sense of confidence and
self·assurancewithina nation. In a truly democratic
society, decisions about how public money is spent
on national security and defence must also be made
transparent, and the decision-makers must be held
accountable DR SHARIFAH MUNIRAH elaborates.

g

tis the general view that
in Malaysia, public interest in defence or in
the purchase of weapons systems and arms for the nation is often lacking. Except for a
small number of interested parties in business, academic, military and political circles, the majority of civil society do not concern themselves with issues related to the defence industry or
with the purchase of arms. In developing democracies like Malaysia the public needs to be informed of security decisions
made by and for the military.

More importantly, the bureaucratic machinery of the government needs to be more transparent in its dealings with the armed
forces when it comes to the allo-

systems and arms are acquired,
for what reasons, and how they
will ultimately be used.

Establishing Civil
Society & Monitoring
Arms Procurement

The second, third and fifth challenges of Prime Minister Dr.
Mahathir Mohamad's Vision
2020 address of 1991 are to be
'psychologically subservient to
none'; a 'mature democratic society', and a 'mature, liberal and
cation of funding for the pur- tolerant society'. It is the leaderchase of weapons systems and ship of the nation that must first
set the example.
arms.

All three challenges above describe the goal of establishing a
civil society in Malaysia. This is
the biggest challenge ahead, i.e.
the task of nurturing and developing a functioning, influential
and conscious civil society that
will interact in healthy dialogue
Our ultimate goal as Malaysians with the ruling elite and other deis to become more conscious of cision-makers. In arms procureour potential to be a successful ment, however, this process is
guardian of the regional peace still in its infancy.
that is needed to maintain politiThe arms procurement process in
cal stability.
Malaysia involves the acquisition
Hence, Malaysians should be- of cap ital assets for the three sercome more participatory in the vices of the Armed Forces. Now
Malaysia's
defence
arms procurement process in that
terms of knowing whatweapons characterises more conventional

ln doing so, it is hoped that the
public would have greater confidence in the role of the military
in society and greater understanding of its professionalism
when responding to security
needs.
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ternational peace-keeping operations.

011 how they should be governed.
This is one of the key components of a civil society.

A certain percentage of
the Gross National Freedom of expression promotes
Product (GNP) is allo- intellectual discourse, critical
cated by the Ministry of thinking and a consciousness for
Finance for defence. Ev- recognising social problems.
ery Malaysia Plan dis- With freedom of expression, diftributes a similar ferent sectors of civil society will
amount, so there is a have a platform to express their
consistent trend in views on government policies
funding for defence.
and other forms of governance
that affect citizens' lives.
In Malaysia, the workings of the modern na- They will be able to realise their
tion state apparatus fundamental rights for a just soThe arms procurement process is not totally transparent through the state bu- ciety in which the power of the
Hor predictable.
reaucracy, military /po- ruling elite is not abused, and
warfare as opposed to the previ- lice and judiciary took its form af- government decisions on a11 polious counter-insurgency warfare, ter World War Two and the de- cies will be subjected to public
there is a need to build enough mise of colonialism. Malaysia's scrutiny. It is important that the
forces with deterrent capabilities. representative government has lines of communication between
achieved political and economic civil society and the elite deciThe concept of deterrence stability for the last 27 years, sion-makers are kept open in oremerged in the post-World War thanks to the presence of some der to check abuses to the system
Two era. It actually refers to the form of civil society.
such as corruption and nepotism.
whole problem of the utter destructive nature of nuclear weap- The arms procurement process,
Need For
ons. Deterrence is <m alternative however, is not totally transparTransparency
to war which would be a no-win ent nor predictable. If civil socisituation for any side due to the ety in Malaysia was more inpresence of nuclear weapons.
formed of the nature of the Thankfully, in Malaysia, there is
Armed Forces, the mecl1anisms now a consciousness that good
The fact that a nation builds up for the defence of the nation, the governance will have to include
its arms capabilities, apparently, procurement process, and the characteristics such as transparis a demonstration in deterrence. role of the government in the pro- ency and predictability. But in
The logic is that the more you curement process, government- arms procurement, however,
have, the more you deter war. In military actions on the purchase both are lacking. Civil society is
the Malaysian case, this is akin of arms and weapons systems not as informed so there is
to starting from scratch. Also, de- would be subject to more scru- greater room for oversight,
terrence costs a lot of money.
tiny. This could reduce frequent unpredictability, lack of transpardisagreements between the gov- ency, and manipulation by the
As stated in the Seventh Malay- ernment and the military elite.
elite in the procurement process.
sia Plan 1996-2000, most of the allocation of Federal funds will be For the government to know the Since he came to power in 1981,
for the purchase of military hard- aspirations, anxieties, joys and Mahathir has transformed Maware in line with the discontent of all levels of societ)j laysia economically while mainmodernisation program of the some form of freedom of expres- taining a structure of political
Armed Forces, for the construc- sion must exist in the political governance that has remained
tion of related infrastructure, and system so that the people may consistently strong and authorifor Malaysia's involvement in in- feel free to express their opinions tarian. Mahathir'seracan be seen
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as one of quasi-democracy and
of growing authoritarianism albeit it has given rise to a stable
nation, harmonious ethnic relations and vibrant economic
growth and sociaJ development.

the latter. Citizens of Malaysia
have not taken a keen interest in
defence matters and procurement. Instead, other areas in social and economic development
have taken precedence.

nomic Planning Unit (EPU).

Disagreements often arise when
the interests of a few individuals
in the ruling elite may override
the procurement process, resulting in certain equipment being
In the government-military inter- The civil society that we hope purchased despite opposition
action in the arms procurement will develop in Malaysia should from the military elite. Alterprocess, the characteristics of Ma- be based on moral principles that nately, the latter may disagree
laysian authoritarian culture (i.e. promote the dignity of the hu- due to the inappropriateness of
deference to authority) play a man race. This means, govcr- the hardware to meet present capability standards and the requirements of the Forces.

With freedom of expression, diHerent
sectors of civil society will have a platform
to express their views on government
policies and other forms of governance
that affect citizens' lives.

very obvious and important role.
However, without u conscien-

tious civil society the system of
authoritarianism and 'strong
government' could get out of
hand, and corruption, nepotism,
unaccountability and a lack of
transparency could dominate the
decision-making process in arms
procurement.
Malaysia, which is a Muslim nation, in principle does not subscribe to the absolutism of its rulers and government. Formed on
the democratic premises of the
Westminster system of parliamentary democracy and Islamic
political ethics, the Malaysian
government must be held accountable for and must be transparent in its policies.
In arms procurement, however,

the presence of transparency in
decision-making between the
government and the military
eJite seems to be questioned by

Conclusion
The most common dispute involves the amount of money allocated to the Armed Forces. The
latter constantly feels that the
amount is not enough to maintain their capability standards.

nance should be by the rule of As the expected growth of the
country conlinut!::., tht:: ut::ft::nc~
tism, corruption, tyranny or self- community in Malaysia contingratification. Dissent should not ues to be worried about the
be stifled; the ruling powers money allocated for the procureshould listen to the grievances of ment of specified capabilities. For
the public, accepting criticism example, a largebulkofthefundand humbly change what is ingsetforthenextfive-yearplan,
democratically unacceptable. i.e. 1996-2000 will be used to pay
Due to the relative immaturity of off old purchases that were
civil society in Malaysia, the pro- planned for in the previous Percurement process is not entirely spective Plan.
smooth and satisfactory.
A second major area of dispute
The potential for problem-solv- is that the government strongly
ing is greatest in countries where suggests purchases of weapons
actors from civil society make a systems and arms that are not
fruitful contribution to the politi- planned by the Armed Forces.
cal running of the country. In For reasons that are not made
Malaysia, disagreements with ci- transparent from the beginning,
vilian leadership may exist and the government has, on occasion,
may be discussed in private dur- strongly suggested the purchase
ingpolicy-makingprocesscsand of hardware that was not in
arms procurement decisions, but eluded in the long-term Perspecthe final say in all issues of arms tive Plan of the Armed Forces.
procurement is in the hands of
the Prime Minister's Depart- Commercial liaisons between loment, the Treasury, and the Eco- cal conglomerates (with governlaw, not by human whims, nepo-
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mentbaclcing)andfo~gncom or rejected by the central agen- strata of Malaysian society.
panies resulted in deals that in- cies and the Cabinet. The frus- Nepotism and cronyism are not
volved the buying defence hard- trating bureaucratic meandering democratic. Transparency, honware in exchange for certain can lead to a lack of expediency esty and predictability are.
commercial/ civilian entrepre- in the procurement process. Since
neurial purposes. (A recent re- timing is everything in strategic In theory, Malaysia's Armed
port in the New Straits Times defence issues, this can be a ma- Forces is a politically neutral,
stated that very often, contracts jor stumbling block for the professional force that should be
and other business opportunities Armed Forces.
isolated from politics. In the proare given to companies or indicurement of weapons systems
viduals who have links to politiand arms, the government elite
Areas Of Dispute
cal leaders. Approving officers,
is the prime decision-rna ker. ln
for fear of reprisals or to curry As Malaysia becomes a devel- principle, the military elite welfavour, approve projects or con- oped nation, the traditional po- comes civilian control of the militracts forwarded by relatives or litical ideals of unquestioning tary but this is based on objective
friends of political leaders. [New loyalty, deference, and oblig~tory rather than subjecth·e visions for
Straits Times, 12June 1997, p. 17.])
This may be beneficial for the
overall economy of the nation,
As Malaysia becomes a
but it should be made transparent from the start.
nation, the traditional

developed
political ideals
of unquestioning loyalty, deference,
and obligatory followership should
give way to a more egalitarian, civil
and democratic society.

A third area of discontentment
felt by the military elite is the size
of the bureaucracy in handling
procurement for the Armed
Forces. The system of merit, nonpatronage government bureaucracy dominates the Malaysian
scene but there are pockets
within the civil service whose followership should give way to national security.
practices are coloured by their a more egalitarian, civil and
political outlook and by the cli- democratic society. For the last 27 When it come~ to purchasing
mate of opinion in their social years, Malaysia has progressed weapons systems and the admingroup. This may distract certain economically and politically due istration of conflict and wars, the
individuals in the decision-mak- to the sound policies of the gov- disagreements that have arisen
ing process from focusing on the ernment. However, there are mi- and the discontent that was felt
by the military elite never
appropriateness and efficacy of nor deviations in the system.
the items being purchased. Inreached official government levstead, they are concerned with In general, if a more fluid system els. In future, as Malaysians beinterpersonal relationships of people participation in the come more conscious of defence
within the bureaucratic hierar- democratic process can evolve, issues facing our nation, maybe
chy, i.e. who they can please so government-military relations in the voice of the military will fias to gain favours within the sys- the arms procurement process nally be heard? 0
will be influenced as well. It is the
tem.
principle of conscientisation, i.e.
Also, the characteristic of the de- making citizens aware of their
Dr. Shurifah Munirah
fence organisation in Malaysia is fundamental rights and encourAlatas is an analyst attached to an established
such that a procurement pro- aging them to act diligently on
research
institute in Kullla
posal has to go through several issues that touch them both inLumpur.
levels of bureaucratic civilian dividually and collectively- that
scrutiny before it can be accepted must develop within the elite
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CURRENT CONCERNS

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

Unlversltl Malaya a nd ing one of the consequences properly handled, can influMcCorporatlsatlon
of
the
university's ence in several ways its eduAliran views with concern the
current controversy surrounding the physical and
commercial entry of the
transnational fast-food chain,
McDonald's, into the otherwise staid grounds of
Malaysia's oldest institution
of higher learning, Universiti
Malaya.
The unmistakable corporate
logo of the global franchiser
has reportedly been erected
too close to the new building
of the .university's Law Faculty that it offends the sensibilities of some Malaysians.
Others, cultural nationalists in
particular, feel that the presence of McDonald's on campus is an affront to Malaysia's
cultural sovereignty, which is
supposed to be jealously
guarded by, among others,
local culturalists and academics.
We appreciate the apprehension shown by these concerned Malaysians about the
brazen intrusion of corporate
bodies into the academic
world and into our cultural
space. B1.1t we shouldn't be
surprised; it is indeed the
logic of capital to go wherever
there's money to be made.
In this case, we are witness-

corpora tis a tion exercise
where the primary interestprofit-seeking- of global cultural and commercial outfits, such as McDonald's,
evidently converges with
that
of
the
newly
corporatised university.
This is one of many cases
where so-called cultural imperialism, which the local
elite often warns us about,
actively involves international (and western) capital
tied to local allies. And this
is despite the local Plite's
publicly professed concern
for what it regards as cultural identity and nationalism.

cational and cultural philosophy and policy. Even
worse, it can restrict the
university's ability to distinguish between what is morally acceptable and what is
not.
Mustafa K. Anuar
Executive Committee Member
21 ]auuary 1998

Gulf War Revisited?

Aliran views with grave concern the current political
stand-off between Iraq and
the United States. If last
minute diplomatic efforts fail,
the impasse could certainly
resurrect the horrors of the
previous Gulf War, leaving in
We are well aware that fast- its wake thousands of innofood chains such as cent babies, children and
McDonald's are already in our adults killed and maimed.
midst and form part of our
popular culture, bringing We desperately hope that evwith them their cultural bag- ery effort will be made to find
gage and economic philoso- a just solution to this protracted conflict so that ordiphy.
nary Iraqis will be spared the
Nonetheless, the physical en- wrath of the high-tech Ameritry of the global icon into lo- can war machine.
cal academia begs at least one
question: will the floodgates As it is, ordinary Iraqis, parbe opened for other ticularly babies and children,
transnational corporations to have suffered enough under
swamp our local campuses? the crushing weight of the
seven-year-old US-inspired
The university's flirtation United Nations' sanctions
with market forces, unless against the economically batAliran Monthly 1998: 18(2) Mar Page 35

tered West Asian country.
We're told that the bone of
contention for the US in this
conflict is Iraq's refusal to allow the UN weapons inspection team to examine certain
allegedly strategic sites in and
around Baghdad. Access to
these sites, Washington insists, is vital to ensure that Iraq
does not keep weapons of
mass destruction that could
eventually threaten the security of the region, particularly
that of the US' West Asian
outpost, Israel (which, incidentally, has nuclear weapons).
It is instructive and ironical
that in its apparent crusade to
stamp out purveyors of weapons of mass destruction, the
US has once again shown
that, as a custodian of weapons of mass destruction itself,
it, too, can threaten the security and survival of less powerful nations with its penchant for unilateral action in
a conflict.

One also cannot help but
wonder if the "Iraq problem"
has been conveniently used as
a ruse by the American president to divert the attention of
the world away from the intransigence of its Israeli ally
which has caused an impasse
in the Middle East peace proceedings, or worse, the attention of American citizens from
the reported steamy sex scandal that is apparently rocking
the White House.

It would be a terrible tragedy
if President Clinton were to
use these diversions to rally
the American peoples' support to wage an unjust war
against Iraq. It would be totally unjustifiable - no matter
how dictatorial Saddam
Hussein may appear to be.

the government to go ahead
with corporatisation. How
can the academic and general
staff be expected to rally
around the corporatisation
process if they are not informed of what is going on
and are not to be awarded the
pay packages promised earlier? Surely in academic and
Aliran Executive Committee educational matters, discus3 February 1998 sion and debate aren't too
much to ask.
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Vanity
Corporatlsatlon
Ancl Economic Woes
Aliran regrets that Education
Minister Datuk Seri Najib
Razak chose to dismiss categorically the suggestion
made by the Malaysian AcademicMovement~that

the corporatisation of public
universities be delayed given
the prevailing economic problems that the country is facing.
It is pathetic that the
Minister's explanation for going ahead
with
the
corporatisation plan is that
"the government has approved it". Has not the government, on the other hand,
postponed or cancelled some
of its megaprojects which the
government had also approved?

We concur with MAM president Dr Wan Abdul Manan
Wan Muda that it is unfair for
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If anything, the current economic situation should provide us with a golden opportunity to reflect, discuss, and
take stock of ourselves.

P. Ramnkrishnan
President
5 Marc;h 1998

IHI PUI MAN
He

alone
Is
free
who

frees

himself
from

the
wretchedness
of
inner .

llavely
by Schifrin

It looks as if ordinary EPF contributors are now paying the
price -lower dividends- for the
EPF' s knack of picking counters
that are doomed to plunge.
When the EPF first decided to
usc the people's money to invest in the stock market in a big
way and to help fund mega
projects, many Malaysians
were apprehensive over the
potential losses that could be
incurred.
ltlookslikesomeofthesefears
have come true.

If the EPF is really transpar-

ent, it should provide us with
details of all its investments in
the sharemarket, the reasons
it picked those counters, the
purchase price of the shares,
and the names of the parties
from whom the shares were
bought.
It should also explain why it allocated a larger percentage of
its assets for equity investments
last year.

The EPF is the custodian of the
workers' savings towards their
retirement fund. This money
was entrusted to the EPF to be
prudently invested to yeild secure and reasonable returns to
allow workers to live a little
more comfortably in their old
age. It was never meant to be
used for speculative and reckless forays into the stockmarket
and other dubious mega
projects.

More importantly, the EPF
Board should tell us if it was
politically pressured into buying shares in certain counters.

One thing's for sure: the EPF has
a lot of explaining to do to the
Malaysian public if is to redeem
some of its lost credibility. 0

·-

HOW LONG
&y Jackson Browne
When you look into a child's face
And you're seeing the human race
And the endless possibilities there
Where so much can come true
And you think of the beautiful things
A child can do
How long would the child survive
How long if it was up to you
When you think about the money spent
On defense by a government
And the weapons of destruction we've built
We're so sure that we need
And you think of the millions and millions
That money could feed
How long can you hear someone crying
How long can you hear someone dying
Before you ask yourself why?
And how long will we hear people speaking
About missiles for peace
And just let it go by
How long will they tell us these weapons

Are keeping us free
That's a lie
If you saw itfrom a satellite
With its green and its blue and 'white
The beauty of the curve of the earth
And its oceans below
You might think it was paradise
If you didn't know
You might think that it was turning
But it's turning so slow
How long can you hear someone crying
How long can you hear someone dying
Before you ask yourself why?
And how long will it be till we've turned
To the tasks and the skills
That we'll have to have learned
If we're going to find our place in the future
And have something to offer
Where this planet is concerned
How long?
C 1989 Swallow Tum Music (ASCAP)
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HELP US
PREVENT PRICE INCREASE
Subscribe to the Monthly

g

the Monthly from the shopkeeper,
he or she pays RM1.05 as commission. We receive only RM1.95
(out of the RM3) for every copy
sold - and this is only paid to us
3 months later. In spite of the 3
In January last year, the printing months' grace, we are not paid
cost of the Monthly went up by promptly- usually the delay is
17 per cent and we were forced- longer. In addition we absorb the
rather reluctantly- to increase the cost of unsold copies of the
price then.
Monthly.
es, help us to prevent
the price of Aliran
Monthly from going up
-otherwise the Monthly
is going to cost more.

As from January 1998, the printing cost of the Monthly has gone
up again by another 16 per cent.

It is not possible for us to further
absorb the new increase in printing cost - unless you, our loyal
readers, intervene and give us a
helping hand.

In other words from January
1997 to January 1998- within a
span of 13 months - the printing If we can double our sales, we
cost of the Monthly has soared by can easily achieve this - then we
36 per cent. And if we can help can stick to the old price of RM3.
it, we do not want to increase the
price of the Monthly once again. If every reader can bring in a subA/iran Monthly does not carry scriber, this target can be met. If
any advertisements. Our income every reader of the Monthly can
comes solely from the sales and in turn become a subscriber - infrom public donations from stead of buying the magazine
friends.
from the shelf- that will also help
tremendously.
For every copy of the Monthly
you buy from the stalls/ shops, Please help us to serve you and
we pay a 35 per cent commission. avert a price rise - Get us a subIn practical terms, it means for scriber and be a subscriber as
every RM3 a reader pays to buy well.
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BEWILDERING
I VESTMENTS
Because of its losses on the stockmarket,
the EPF is now forced to pay a lower
dividend to contributors
&yAnil NeHo

g

or the first time since
1975, the Employees
Provident Fund has
declared a dividend
lower than 7 per cent. The EPF
announced that it would be
paying a 6.7 per cent dividend
payment for last year much to
the disappointment of many
Malaysians.

of the RM24.6 billion invested have forked out RM646 million
in shares.
for these shares.
The EPF's equity investments By 31 October, the price had
have clearly underperformed. fallen to RM7.90.
In 1996, only 13.8 per cent of the

EPF's assets was put in shares.
Why was this investment in
shares increased to 19 per cent
in 1997? Was EPF money - the
Many blame the lower divi- workers' hard-earned money dend on the EPF's use of work- used to prop up the stock marers' money to dabble in the ket?
stock market, or at least in the
shares of certain companies.
Why al1 this dabbling in the
stock market when there are
That suspicion is not without other more secure forms of insome justification. The EPF has vestment available? If the
certainly pumped a large chunk money had been put in bank
of its funds into the stock-mar- fixed deposits, the EPF - and
ket. Out of its RM129 billion in contributors - would have
assets, RM24.6 billion or 19 per surely received a higher return.
cent was invested in shares in
1997.
Between 30 September and 31
October last year, the EPF
But the earnings of RMl billion bought 65.91 million shares in
from shares were only 11.3 per United Engineers (M) Bhd. On
cent of the EPF's total income 30 September, when most of the
shares (62.07 million) were
of RM8.8 billion for 1997.
bought, UEM's share price was
What's even worse, the return RM10.40.
of RM1 billion from share investments was only 4 per cent At this price, the EPF would
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After UEM announced its controversial purchase of a 32.6 per
cent stake in its parent company Renong, UEM' s share
price plunged further to
RM3.24. By 5 March this year,
it had risen slightly to close at
RM4.12
The EPF obviously lost a huge
bundle on its UEM investment
-money which could have been
used to pay higher dividends
to workers.
The EPF also bought 5.91 million shares in financial group
AMMB Holdings from the
open market in October last
year. During this time, AMMB's
highest closing price was
RM8.50 and its lowest RM5.45.
By31 December, the share price
slipped further to RM2.55,
about 63 per cent off its closing
price in October.
Continued on page 37

